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Cheii Web Development is currently staying productive, working alongside the clergy of ECN to maintain 
the ECN website. Once we have information regarding upcoming events, meetings, and services, we 
focus on publishing the information on the website as soon as possible. With the help of ECN’s clergy, 
we can keep the ECN website calendar current and up to date with the latest events and services 
happening within ECN. We ensure updates are updated weekly and that the website is secured.  

We have been fortunate to have the opportunity to work on creating several websites recently. With 
the help of Rev. Joe Hubbard, we created a website for St. Christopher’s Mission in Bluff. In Farmington, 
Rev. Michael Sells reached out and allowed us to develop a website for All Saint’s Church. Other website 
projects include the Coaching for Ohana and Navajo Star Gazer websites.   

Donors have been generous by responding to our Spring Annual Fund Letter. We managed to get the 
Annual Fund letters mailed a couple of weeks ago. You may have received a letter yourself. Our donor 
management platform, Network for Good, played a significant role in generating a list of donor 
addresses we used to send out our mailings. We continue to monitor, edit, and update Network For 
Good weekly. Once we receive a donation via mail, we enter that information into Network for Good 
and update the donor’s information if needed. Our donor database has come a long way since we 
started using Network for Good. The amount of returned mailings has decreased since we began 
managing to send out the Annual Fund letters. As we continue polishing our donor database, the 
number of returned letters should decrease, ensuring our database is reliable and current.  

Cheii Web Development also has been busy assisting with the IT aspect of ECN. Recording services and 
collecting media for our website and social media platforms are one of the many tasks we accomplished 
this year. We are utilizing our drone to capture the renovation process of our buildings—snapping 
images of all those who helped with our food box ministry. We are constantly updating software and 
firmware, ensuring the electronic devices we use weekly are safe and secure. Setting up new computers, 
printers, and wifi routers are among the things we help ECN clergy with when asked.  

COVID has affected many everywhere, especially here in Navajoland. With the help of many, ECN helped 
provide families with food and supplies over the past years. GJ and I helped by maintaining the food 
storage areas, packaging food, creating food boxes, and distributing food boxes for the San Juan Region. 
We packaged and distributed around 100 food boxes here at the Hozho Center during each distribution. 
Our location was vital for food truck deliveries. The Hozho Center became the hub for all the regions to 
come and pick up food and supplies. Keeping an eye out for the Sysco Food truck sometimes in the early 
morning hours, in the cold, ensuring the Sysco food delivery was successful. We helped load truckbeds 
and flatbeds with fresh and frozen food, supplies, and boxes for the Southeast and Utah regions. Since 
others in the community knew we offered food boxes. When we had the food and supplies, we helped 
others who stopped by the Hozho Center for a food box throughout the week. They would ring our Ring 
Doorbell, and we were willing to help and offer what we had remaining from our food distributions at a 
moment’s notice. We are here to continue supporting the Episcopal Church, the Episcopal Church of 
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Navajoland, and the surrounding community’s access to information and resources through our 
acquired knowledge, website, and social media platforms. 
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